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Tomorrow is Today

Deloitte’s Technology Fast 50 competition
Discover the winners on the high growth highway
Year after year, the Deloitte’s Technology Fast
50 competition applauds the fastest-growing
technology companies. This competition sets the
standard for entrepreneurial recognition.
For two decades, the Deloitte’s Technology Fast 50
has elevated and celebrated the innovative companies
turning technology concepts into high-growth success.
When it all started back in 1995, the internet was still a
curious novelty and most people did not have a mobile
phone. How much has changed!
Today’s winners come from another world, where
your refrigerator can be part of a home security system
and giant display screens in public places can blend
into an interactive experience. The digital revolution is
transforming the way we live and work and, from what
our winners say, there’s much more to come.
Fast 50 came to the Benelux in 2009, when the Belgian
company Netlog took the prize. Today, there is an
exclusively Belgian Fast 50 competition, demonstrating
the depth of entrepreneurial talent in this country—
talent that we’re thrilled to put into the spotlight,
helping to give it well-deserved recognition.

Ask a Fast 50 participant about the benefits of winning
and they always start by saying how much it boosted
their team. On top of that come the media headlines,
visibility to customers, prospects and suppliers, and
the introduction to potential investors. They also join a
strong Fast 50 community of like-minded technology
entrepreneurs, which could lead to new partnerships
and opportunities.
Standing out in the technology fast lane
The competition is not just about creating new
technology; it’s about applying technology to solve
problems and drive commercial success.
Companies come from a variety of sectors including
Clean Tech & Energy, Internet Media & Telecom and
Biotech, Nanotech & Medtech.
Winners spot the potential of existing or emerging
technology and convert it into a high-growth solution.

Nikolaas Tahon
Managing Partner Deloitte Accountancy
Programme Leader Deloitte Technology Fast 50

This initiative is co-sponsored by:
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Deloitte Fast 50
Building a showcase and
community of Belgian
entrepreneurs
“Ten years ago, everyone was scared of fast,” says
Nikolaas Tahon, Managing Partner of Deloitte
Accountancy in Belgium. “But today’s start-ups need to
be fast to succeed—because the winner can take it all.”
Fast, in the context of Fast 50, is all about revenue
growth in the last five years. The 2014 winner, iText, led
the way with 4,099 percent growth. Not only was iText
number one in Belgium—it achieved an outstanding
28th place in the Deloitte Technology Fast 500 for
companies in Europe, the Middle East and Africa.

Nikolaas Tahon

Vincent Fosty

Having previously been part of a wider Benelux
programme, Deloitte Belgium began its own,
country-specific, Technology Fast 50 competition
in 2014. Shining a strong spotlight on Belgium’s
entrepreneurial, high-growth technology
companies is adding value, helping them win
credibility and visibility not just in Europe, but at
a global level.
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Yet fast does not mean hasty. By measuring sales figures
over five years, the competition avoids the inevitable
here-today gone-tomorrow start-ups. Fast 50 celebrates
professional technology entrepreneurialism, where
innovation and agility are matched with preparation,
planning and delivery.
Being a winner from the start
“The Fast 50 programme may seem very structured
and rigorous, but professionalism and preparation help
firms to stand out from the crowd, as they do in the
real world,” says Vincent Fosty, leader of the Deloitte
Belgium Technology, Media and Telecommunications
practice.
Attention to the detail of running a business, from the
quality of internal reporting to choosing the right way
to reward staff, lays a firm foundation on which the
Fast 50 participants have built success. But what drives
them all is a love of technology—and seeing technology
harnessed into practical applications.
“This passion is obvious when you hear these
entrepreneurs speak and when you see how they’re
using technology to solve problems,” says Vincent. The
innovators driving these companies are thrilled by the
growth they’ve achieved, but what really excites them is
seeing their ideas make the world a better place.
For Clean Tech & Energy winner Basalte, the ambition is
to make technology that’s both beautiful and accessible.
The goal for 2014 Rising Star winner Smappee is to
help the world change the way it consumes energy, to
achieve a more sustainable future.

Opening the doors to future funding
Converting bold vision into a viable commercial reality
costs money. With at least five years behind them, Fast
50 participants are very familiar with the challenge of
finding investors, not only as start-ups, but as expanding
companies needing to finance their growth plans.
Communication service provider Destiny, winner in
Internet, Media & Telecom, is just one of the Fast 50
participants looking for a second round of investors to
support the business into a new phase. Along with other
participants, they can benefit from the Fast 50’s visibility
in the venture capital and investment community.
Deloitte’s partners in the Fast 50 programme are ING
Belgium, Euronext and Fortino and there are plenty of
other funders for whom the competition helps identify
firms with outstanding potential.
Catching the Rising Stars
Every year the Technology Fast 50 picks out one very
young company, with less than five years behind it, to
highlight as a Rising Star. The 2014 winner, Smappee,
beat around 60 other start-ups to make a short list of
ten, and finally persuading our jury that their groundbreaking ideas offered the most promise.
“For the Rising Stars in particular, the opportunity to
pitch to an independent jury of leading CEOs, successful
entrepreneurs and former winners gives valuable real
life experience,” says Vincent. In addition to sharpening
their presentation skills to potential investors and other
stakeholders, the Rising Star participants also enjoy
valuable feedback from the jury of highly experienced
professionals.
Entering a community of success
Beyond the excitement and the media coverage,
participation in the Technology Fast 50 can open new
opportunities. “It creates a community of companies
facing the same challenges and we’ve seen partnerships
grow out of these relationships,” says Nikolaas.
Not all the benefits lie on the outside of a business,
such as visibility to potential customers, partners and
suppliers.

The initial impact of Fast 50 recognition is often felt
on the inside. “Fast 50 is probably the best teambuilding competition available,” says Vincent. It creates
momentum in the internal team by acknowledging
their commitment and hard work, while validating the
potential of what they’ve built.

Today’s start-ups need to be
fast to succeed—because
the winner can take it all
Team work is increasingly important for entrepreneurial
success, as Fast 50 demonstrates. Many of those leading
the winning companies have already been successful
entrepreneurs and have learned the value of building
a smart team around themselves. “Over 95 percent of
those we see are teams with complementary expertise,
who challenge one another to go forward,” says
Nikolaas.
Preparing for tomorrow, today
We’ve come to accept that change isn’t just happening,
it’s getting faster. The companies featured in the
Deloitte’s Technology Fast 50 are at the cutting edge of
that change, and there’s little doubt that a large number
will help to shape the new economy.
“Entrepreneurship is weak in Belgium and the Fast 50
winners are showing the way to the many held back by
the fear of failure,” says Vincent.
The challenge to the many is to learn and apply the
lessons presented by the Fast 50 winners, discovering
how to leverage innovation and technology to their
advantage and realising that there is no need to be
scared of fast.
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Fast 50 categories
The Deloitte's Technology Fast 50 fosters the growth of the Belgian TMT sector
by encouraging and promoting up-and-coming Belgian companies that develop a
technology-related product or service.
These companies can be active in the following fields:

IT & Digital
Solutions

Clean Tech &
Energy

Offering IT and digital applications to solve problems in business and production processes and help companies
increase their efficiency and be more customer friendly
Examples: Semiconductor & other components (processors, memory, transformers, etc.); Computers & peripherals
(servers, desktops, printers, 3D printers, etc.), Networking equipment (modems, switches, routers, etc.), Mobile
devices (laptops, tablets, smartphones, wearables, etc.), Scientific and technical instruments, Drones, Business
applications (CRM, FinTech, health care, supply chain, etc.), Data & information management (analytics, business
intelligence, etc.), IT management, Security, Application integration & middleware, Operating systems.

Clean tech: offering a diverse range of products, services, and processes that harness renewable materials and
energy sources, significantly decrease the use of natural resources, and reduce or eliminate emissions and wastes.
Energy: discovering new, innovative solutions for the production and distribution of energy and monitoring of
energy consumption to ensure energy systems meet the requirements of economic growth, sustainability and
energy security.
Examples: Renewables, Energy Storage, Machinery, Zero Emission Vehicles, Power network and city solutions ,
Residential and Consumer Products, Engineering, construction and related services.

Biotech,
Nanotech &
Medtech

Biotech: manipulating (as through genetic engineering) living organisms or their components to produce useful,
usually commercial, products (such as pest resistant crops, new bacterial strains, or novel pharmaceuticals).
Nanotech: relating to the study and application of extremely small things on an atomic, molecular, and
supramolecular scale that can be used across all the other science fields, such as chemistry, biology, physics,
materials science, and engineering.
Medtech: developing pharmaceuticals, devices, procedures and organisational systems used in health care that
may be used for safe and effective prevention, diagnosis, treatment and rehabilitation of illness and disease.
Examples: Pharmaceuticals, Clinical trials, Contract Research Organization (CRO)

Internet,
Media &
Telecom
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Offering innovations in communication technologies that augment human communication in both anticipated
and unanticipated ways.
Examples: Mobile, Fixed-line, Internet and cloud service providers, Value Added Services (VAS), Managed Services
(outsourcing) , Advertising and Marketing, E-Commerce, Digital media (TV, video, radio, music, games, social
media, mobile apps, etc.), Education and training.

Boosting new ventures -from startups to fast growing companies- that
can make a difference in the Champions League, is what the Fast 50 is all
about!
It is an environment and a community where business models and teams
are being challenged and sharpened, where tech entrepreneurs can share
and learn from each other.
Above all, the Fast 50 can open doors to internationalisation, funding and
talent.
Frederik Falepin, Project Director Fast 50

WINNERS
1

FAST 50 2014

iText Group
MOST SUSTAINABLE
GROWTH

Voxbone

RISING STAR 2014

IT & DIGITAL
SOLUTIONS

Smappee

iText Group
CLEAN TECH &
ENERGY

Basalte

MOST DISRUPTIVE
INNOVATOR

The Insiders
(The Grapevine)

BIOTECH, NANOTECH & MEDTECH

KitoZyme

INTERNET, MEDIA &
TELECOM

Destiny

DELOITTE’S 2014 TECHNOLOGY FAST 50
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iText earns
its stripes in
the Fast 50
and the
European
Fast 500

Two consecutive years at the top of the Deloitte's Technology Fast 50 and an
excellent position in the European Fast 500 ranking: things are moving fast
for Ghent-based iText Group, the company behind the iText software which
generates and processes PDF documents. “These distinctions have given us
distinct credibility. We are no longer seen as a small start-up, but as a growth
company that’s here to stay,” founders Bruno Lowagie and Ingeborg Willaert
explain.
iText finished number three in the Fast 50 2013, and you came out on top in
the latest edition. Has much changed in the past year?
Bruno Lowagie: “Third place in 2013 was the first time we had won a prize. And that
recognition made all the difference for us. iText always used to enter a company via
developers, but now we notice that decision-makers know us as well. In addition, this
elicited a great deal of interest from investors and private equity players.”
Ingeborg Willaert: “But we were not ready for it, actually. Our structure was not yet
fully in place, and we had no intention of giving up iText. So we first listened carefully
to what those investors had to say, and made a checklist of what we had to do to
make iText more professional. That first time in the Fast 50 really meant a great step
forward for our company.”
So iText continues to register strong growth. How do you build on a
sustainable business model?
Bruno Lowagie: “For one thing, there are still all sorts of developments around the
PDF format. New standards are emerging for archiving, digital signature, and the like.
We follow these developments closely to always keep iText up to date. Furthermore,
we endeavour to get integrators and resellers to include our product in their offering.
This has been proven to work, for instance in Belgium, where we have delivered the
product to the Ministry of Justice through CSC licences.”
Ingeborg Willaert: “In addition, we can also expand further geographically. We
generate 56% of our turnover in the US and 40% in Europe. But we note that our
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Bruno Lowagie and
Ingeborg Willaert,
iText Group

website is also frequently visited from China, India
and Brazil. We want to get a foothold in Asia first,
through a local office in Singapore. We opted for
Singapore because the government there attaches great
importance to IT and licences.”
You operate in a landscape with far bigger
international software players.
How can iText make a difference there?
Bruno Lowagie: “Large integrators are gradually
realising that it makes no sense to have their own PDF
specialists in-house. It is cheaper for them to work
together with iText. In exchange, we ask them to sell our
licences, and a sort of ecosystem ensues. Moreover, we
see that when large companies want to change, they are
more like tankers that have difficulties changing course.
As a small company, we are far more manoeuvrable.
When we see a project that can really mean significant
added value, we simply drop everything to concentrate
on that project for a spell. We can thus anticipate better
and react proactively to what is needed. I sometimes
compare this situation with a vineyard: grass grows
between the grapevines and has to compete with
them. But if the grass were not there, the grapes would
produce too much sugar. So big players need smaller
companies so as not to grow complacent.” (laughs).
You generate only a small portion of your
turnover on the Belgian market.
Have you not thought of emigrating to the US?
Ingeborg Willaert: “Well, we could have moved to the

States. Our software made it there much faster than in
Europe. You can say that, on the whole, Europe is well
matched with the US on the technology front, but it is
more difficult to market new ideas here. If we had to
do it all over again, we would probably start in the US.
But we deliberately opted to continue to live in Belgium,
especially because of the children.”
What does the future hold in store for iText?
Bruno Lowagie: “We aspire to continue to register
sustained growth, in any event, and also to keep
working on making our company even more
professional. New products and services are also in the
pipeline. For instance, we have drawn up a business
plan for ‘PDF in the cloud’. That is feasible in itself, and
we would like to do it. But we have decided not to
go through with it for the time being, because that is
a completely different business: we need completely
different people and completely different marketing to
develop and market something of the sort.
We would in fact prefer to join forces on that project
with a player that already has experience in that field.
I can image Google saying: we are going to do that,
together with iText. That would really be a dream come
true.”
Will iText be in the Deloitte's Technology
Fast 50 ranking again in 2015?
Bruno Lowagie: “I expect that we will get a very good
score this year once again. It looks as though we will
register strong growth three years in a row.”

1
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Basalte
Powered by a passion
for quality products
Are you seeing an evolution in customer
understanding of smart home automation?
There is more awareness of the technology and the idea
of the ‘internet of things’, but it’s still complicated to sell
a smart home.
The difference between a single device, such as a smart
thermostat or wireless lightbulb, and our product is that
we integrate different technologies into one system.
Every house is a custom project because each customer
has different tastes and ideas. This flexibility means
consumers can be confused by the options and it’s
demanding to sell and install the concept.
How easy is it to grow into different markets and
countries?
Our target markets use the KNX standard for home
automation and it’s harder to break into countries where
KNX is not so popular, such as the USA. 80% of our
business is in Europe.

Klaas Arnout

Klaas Arnout of Basalte is becoming very
comfortable talking about being a Fast 50 winner.
Founded in 2008, the smart home automation
company was soon recognised as a Rising Star and
is now a high growth achiever. We asked Klaas
about his winning formula.
How do you manage to maintain your growth
rate?
Klaas Arnout: There is no secret or magic to our
success. It all starts with a good product and a business
model that works. Our growth is a result of that
combination and it’s a step by step expansion. In 2008
we were three people in a garage—today we are a team
of 22 selling into 57 countries. We’re expanding through
exports and a growing product line, which is driven by
continual innovation.
Our business model is to focus on a very specific
market—the high-end residential sector. This sector
made it easier to develop a high value, low volume
manufacturing operation, with products designed
specifically for our target customers. This focus also sets
us apart from our competitors, who attempt to bring
products from the commercial sector and adapt them
for residential settings.
10

The KNX standard means our markets are similar at a
technical level, although the way business is done can
differ. We are in the process of adopting a consistent
approach to promoting our products, an approach that
we’ve discovered works across all our markets.
What challenges lie ahead for Basalte?
The biggest challenge is to remain focused on our
identity, staying true to our ideas and values. Our
products grew out of dissatisfaction with existing
solutions, which were too technical or too plastic. We
make solutions that look good and are easy to use, and
we’ve built a loyal base of partners and dealers who love
our brand.
Remaining creative is important. Our products come
from the heart—not just from one person, but from
across the team. The creative process is the fun part of
the business and we don’t want to lose that.
Growth is not the goal at Basalte. We want to make
really good products that we believe in and then share
the news. This has taken the company to where it is
today. We have a new product line coming out in the
next 12 months and that promises to be another exciting
step forward!

Destiny
The cloud
communicator with
its feet firmly on the
ground
Daan de Wever

Converting the excitement of new technology into
solid commercial success demands both vision and
a strong grasp of practical realities. That’s been the
story of communication service provider Destiny.
We asked founder and newly appointed CEO Daan
de Wever to explain how his company has already
achieved so much.

from 20 to 50 staff and more is to come. Human capital
is becoming more and more important and it’s critical
that our people still understand our business values as
we grow.

How has your company achieved such fast
growth since it began in 2008?
Daan de Wever: My brother and I started the company
to focus on one specific market—mid-sized companies
with 20 to 500 employees. This market is underserved,
because these firms are too small for the corporate
telcos and too big for the telephone shops.

Another goal is to find the right investors for our
next phase. Consolidation is coming to the market,
meaning that within the next five years, we need to
be strongly positioned as an attractive leader in cloud
communication.

Because of this, our churn rate is very low. Really, all we
can do is grow.
Our strategy right from the start was to invest heavily
in sales people and allow the technical side of the
business to follow. We also listened to customers and
unlike big telcos, we offered a modular approach, letting
customers build the system they needed. Expansion
across Europe came naturally, as our Belgian customers
wanted us to serve them in other countries.
In the next two years, we hope to have offices in the
Netherlands, France and Germany, and for our growth
to see us back in the next Deloitte Fast 50!
Having become CEO two months ago, what are
your short and long-term objectives?
When we founded Destiny, we took on Marc Destrée
as CEO because, at 28, I wasn’t ready for the task. He
brought the knowledge and experience we needed for
the first phase of Destiny. I have succeeded him as we
enter a new phase.

Last year we launched a project to become a more
efficient, scalable organisation. Continued success means
that we need the right systems, processes and people.

What has been the impact of your Fast 50
nomination?
Recognition from Deloitte gave our people pride in
their hard work and helped create a very positive vibe
internally. It has also generated valuable attention from
the press and analysts, and from potential investors. I’ve
learned that the Deloitte Fast 50 is a trigger for many
venture capital funders.
What advice do you have for fast-growing
technology companies?
One word: focus. Be really focused. 95% of our pitch to
investors back in 2008 is still the core of what we do—
we have remained very focused on our chosen market.
It’s also important to have a strong team and to know
your own strengths and weaknesses. I’ve seen lots of
amazing business ideas in the technology sector, but
those that will succeed have a strong team behind them.

In the short term, we must manage our changing
business culture to maintain success. We have been
entrepreneurial and small. But in two years we grew
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KitoZyme

Finding the right formula for
breakthrough and success
For many years, Bio-chemical company KitoZyme
faced the challenge of having developed a truly
unique solution to so many healthcare issues that it
was not easy to decide where to focus. Its dramatic
improvement in results since 2013 followed the
arrival of a new CEO, François Blondel, who strongly
focused the business.
What is KitoZyme’s main activity today?
François Blondel: It started as a spin-off from the
University of Liege in 2000. The company is today a
bio-chemical company active in the healthcare sector.
On the basic of our IP, we have developed a portfolio
of products, all based from biopolymers, chitosan and
chitin-glucan, both extracted from a vegetable fungal
source. Our process is truly unique and we are world
leader in our field. Products are today used in our
medical devices for weight management, digestive
health and cardiovascular health.
Together with our new daughter company, Synolyne
Pharma, we employ around 50 people.
What is the company’s growth strategy?
“Like for like” sales have increased by over 50% in the
last two years and we’re seeing significant growth in
our three main product areas, which should multiply
significantly in the next three to five years.

breakthrough. Shareholders had invested for over a
decade but the business still lacked direction.
We decided to focus on opportunities offering shortterm value, starting with weight management. Others
that had potential were put on the backburner, allowing
us to focus.
We also looked at the organisation to ensure the right
people were in the right places. Today we have a strong
management team and great teams in production, sales,
R&D, finance and regulatory compliance.
Once you have a clear strategy and set-up the adequate
organisation, the results follow. For KitoZyme, this means
break-even is in sight, compared to losses of several
million Euros two years ago.
Did your Fast 50 nomination help increase the
visibility of the company?
It’s very clear that being part of Fast 50 does make a
difference to how others see a business, in part because
it’s recognition from a reputable organisation. The
visibility helps in several ways, such as when seeking
access to finance. Internally, the Fast 50 achievement
is very significant. It was the first recognition of what
has been achieved and allows the people who have
contributed to the success of KitoZyme to feel proud.

Our sector demands a long development phase, for
R&D and to ensure compliance with strict regulations.
For more than ten years, the company looked at many
different potential uses for its products, such as food,
cosmetics and pharmaceuticals—all areas requiring
significant investment to investigate.
Having chosen to begin with weight management, a
market with strong competition, we chose to partner
with leading brands in order to get our product
established. We are still an SME, after all.
But today the Middle East is an important test-market
for us, because we’re trialling the sale of products under
our own brand. This takes us further down the value
chain and gives higher margins. Our products have been
approved in Kuwait and we’re moving ahead in several
other countries.
What has happened since you joined KitoZyme
in 2013?
KitoZyme presented a challenge because the company
had never made a profit and needed to achieve a
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François Blondel

Deloitte's 2014 Technology Fast 50 key figures

2014 FAST 50 RANKING
BELGIUM

AVERAGE TURNOVER GROWTH
OVER 5 YEARS

476%
Nr

Company name

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

iText Group
Cmosis
Basalte
Connecting-Expertise
Nomadesk
Destiny
KitoZyme
GeoSea
LayerWise
Cartagenia
Biogazelle
Softkinetic
Belgatech Engineering Services
Odoo
OpenWay Europe
Idealis Consulting
Progreso
Bluevision
Profacts
Eura Nova
Intracto Group
Comizzo
intoPIX
Cefaly Technology
Arlenda
Unisensor
J4S
MCS
Eloy Water
eWON
Waterleau
Openminds
ARGON Measuring Solutions
Qissme
Skyline Communications
IgnitionOne
Etalentis
I-MOVIX
Mister Genius - Dropstore
Voxbone
Coretec Engineering
Geolys
Syx Automations
UBench International
Intelligent
Thinfactory
Icsense
Medio
Numeca International
Adsolut

Turnover
growth

4099%
2580%
1821%
1512%
1351%
1209%
1144%
974%
937%
824%
711%
630%
616%
454%
418%
372%
359%
355%
332%
312%
311%
305%
305%
300%
288%
268%
236%
232%
193%
185%
182%
177%
173%
155%
151%
148%
142%
139%
136%
134%
130%
124%
115%
115%
113%
106%
102%
89%
87%
87%

Biotech,
Nanotech &
Medtech

553%

338%
Internet,
Media &
Telecom

IT & Digital
Solutions

622%

Clean Tech &
Energy

525%

Average turnover

Average growth

2009 1.996.058,559
2014 6.852.821,245

BELGIAN TECHNOLOGY COMPANIES
BY REGION

6
4

9
2
21
6

1
1
0

FACTS

GEOSEA

450

million EUR
highest turnover

WATERLEAU
GROUP

221

highest number
of employees
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How to be
crowned a global
technology king?
Companies at the cutting edge and transforming the
way we do business
Achieving a place in the Deloitte's Technology Fast 50
allows innovative and successful companies to stand out
from the crowd here in Belgium. It also offers entry into
the global Fast 500 programme through Fast 500 EMEA,
a showcase of the 500 fastest growing companies
in Europe, the Middle East and Africa and now in its
fifteenth year. Nominees in local Fast 50 programmes are
automatically eligible for the Fast 500.
The Fast 500 EMEA includes over 20 European countries
including Belgium, the Netherlands, Finland, Italy, UK,
France, Germany and Turkey. In 2014 it was topped
by the French WEEZEVENT, a company offering what
is considered the premium online ticketing solution
for event organisers. In just five years, WEEZEVENT
registered revenue growth of an astounding 43,101
percent.
This year, the software sector makes up 42 percent of
the overall rankings in the EMEA Fast 500, with the
internet sector at 21 percent.

One of the Fast 500 success stories is the mind blowing
growth of 84,171 percent achieved by the BelgianAmerica Acquia from 2008 to 2012.
Founder and CEO Dries Buytaert developed the popular
Drupal software and then gave it away free to the online
community. His company went global in almost no
time, making it the fastest growing private technology
company in North America, ranking second overall on
the US Fast 500 for 2013.
In recognition of their achievement, the five fastest
growing companies in the EMEA region, along with
the six winners in each industry sector, are invited to
an exclusive dinner in London. The winners will be
announced in November 2015.
The Global Technology Fast 100 programme
A new global initiative has been added to the Deloitte
Technology Fast 50 and Fast 500. The Global Technology
Fast 100 lifts the 100 fastest growing companies out
of the three regional Fast 500 programmes, giving
these top performers a level of exposure that breaks all
boundaries.

For more information
www.fast500.com

The Global Technology Fast 100 uses the same criteria
as the Fast 50 and Fast 500 and the winners will be
announced shortly after the release of the EMEA Fast
500 ranking.

Innovation at Deloitte
Making a bigger impact with innovation
Deloitte believes that innovation should be a tool, not an aim. Company
management needs to have its objectives in mind and look to see whether
innovation can help them achieve them. Innovation should result in the
company becoming more competitive and dynamic, and ultimately create more
growth.
Adopting an open approach to innovation is key. Open innovation does not
mean the end of intellectual property such as brands, patents and copyrights.
A company must look at where protecting intellectual property makes a
difference, but also recognise that by working together far more can be
achieved. Collaboration brings innovation.

Accelerator
14

It is becoming increasingly difficult to differentiate and grow businesses
successfully in these challenging times. Innovation can be the key to your
business's success.

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

Member firm local Technology
Fast 50 programme winners feed
into regional Technology Fast
500 programmes

Winners from the three regional
programmes are combined to
create the Global Technology
Fast 100 programme

Global winners announced on
10 December 2015

2015 EMEA

Canada
62
United States
438

2015 GLOBAL

Sweden 45
Norway 43
Finland 24
Denmark 9
Poland 15
Germany 32
Estonia 1
Benelux 60
Lithuania 3
Northern Ireland 2
Czech Republic 2
Republic of Ireland 8
Slovakia 3
United Kingdom 67
Hungary 9
Romania 7
France 86
Switzerland 1
Croatia 4 Turkey 36
Portugal 4
Serbia 2
Spain 1
Egypt Israel
Austria 3
22
1
Italy 6

Russia
1

China
100
India
90

Nigeria
1
Kenia
2

Singapore
2

Japan
45
South Korea
47
Taiwan
90

Malaysia
1

Australia
74
South Africa
1

New Zealand
51

Key*
North America Technology Fast 500

EMEA Technology Fast 500

Asia Pacific Technology Fast 500

* A global programme excluding Central America, South America, and Greenland
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Nanxi Liu, Enplug
Inspirational young entrepreneur puts bold ambition on display
Because technology innovation and entrepreneurship is global, we invited
one of the USA’s rising stars, Nanxi Liu, as keynote speaker for the Deloitte
Fast 50 awards in 2014. The founder of two start-ups, 24-year-old Nanxi is
CEO of Enplug, winner of the 2015 CES (Consumer Electronics Show) start-up
competition. Nanxi kindly took some time to answer our questions about her
new company and her success.
What does Enplug do?
Nanxi Liu: Enplug’s goal is to be the software that powers content on every public
display, enabling them to show intelligent and meaningful content. We’re already used
in schools, offices, shopping malls, and sports stadiums to show sales dashboards,
social media walls, and entertainment. We want to bring our software everywhere!
The idea began because we, the five co-founders, realised there was a huge market
opportunity in digital displays. We saw that the displays around us were filled with
static content. We’re converting displays into an engaging public computing platform.
You seem to have hit the bulls-eye with Enplug. What tools do young people
need to start their own companies?
Confidence in yourself, belief that you have the drive and skills to make it happen.
What made me different from my friends who’ve gone into regular jobs is that I was
silly enough to think that I could start my own business.
This attitude began when I was young. An immigrant into the US at age five, my
parents bought a tired piano for $100 for me. I worked hard and began winning
competitions. In college, I started organisations and developed products. These
experiences showed me that we can make a lot happen with very little.
The other key tools are to surround yourself with people smarter than you are and find
ways to connect with new people. After you decide to start a business, all the other
success rests on having the best teammates.
You said that working at Enplug is more than a job, it’s a lifestyle.
Should the next generation of professionals adopt this approach?
I live together in the same house as my co-founders. We eat breakfast together, go
to the office together, and play sports on the weekend together. We’re constantly
generating ideas during random activities together.
The model worked for us because it’s what we did right when we started Enplug. It’s
in our DNA. Today, with 30 teammates, we’ve outgrown the house and moved to
the office. A third of us still live together. We regularly bring the team together at our
home for barbecues.
What are the future plans for Enplug?
We’re expanding Enplug’s App Market, with 20 new apps due this year. We recently
released our SDK so anyone can build an app for our App Market. Right now, 800
firms use our software, from local cafés to Fortune 500 companies, and by the end of
2015, we’ll have 1,500.
As a young, inspirational entrepreneur, what’s your advice for Deloitte
Technology Fast 50 participants?
Always do 10% more than anyone else, because you set the tone for your business.
Don’t settle for good—you must strive to be the best product in your market.
Perseverance is absolutely necessary. Even when you may not feel that it’s going well,
keep going.
A final word of advice—always sit in the middle seat in an aeroplane because you
never know who you might meet!
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Companies on the Rise
Who are tomorrow’s
technology stars?
While not all fast-growing technology companies have
been in business for at least five years, many have the
potential to become the market leaders of tomorrow.
That’s why these early achievers – who may one day
participate in the Deloitte's Technology Fast 50 – can
enter the Rising Star competition. In this category, the
key is revenue potential instead of revenue growth. All
applications are made through a pitch and a strategic
business plan. A panel of independent experts drawn
from the technology sector analyses each entry and
makes a selection according to scalability, experience,
management team expertise and highly promising
growth.
Deloitte’s 2014 Rising Stars
Ten companies in business for less than five years were
nominated for the title of “Rising Star 2014”.
Company name

CEO

Location

Website

Argus Labs

Filip Maertens

Antwerp

www.arguslabs.com

Awingu

Walter Van Uytven

Lochristi

www.awingu.com

The Insiders

Bjorn Cassier

Antwerp

www.theinsiders.eu

Inside Matters

Wouter Danckaert

Aalst

www.insidematters.eu

Limecraft

Maarten Verwaest

Ghent

www.limecraft.com

Masthercell

Hugues Bultot

Gosselies

www.masthercell.com

Nallian

Jean Verheyen

Keerbergen

www.nallian.com

Q-Biologicals

Annie Van Broekhoven

Zwijnaarde

www.q-biologicals.be

Showpad

Pieterjan Bouten

Ghent

www.showpad.com

Smappee

Stefan Grosjean

Kortrijk

www.smappee.com

An independent jury, chaired by Duco Sickinghe,
CEO Fortino, evaluated each company’s elevator pitch
for features such as innovative strength and turnover
potential.
The overall winner was Smappee, a company
specialised in energy efficiency for the residential market.
Stefan Grosjean, CEO Smappee: “We’ve been in business
for two years, so to receive this award is overwhelming.
It will provide our colleagues with an extra boost to
work further on our growth.”
Most Disruptive Innovator award
In addition, every year the nominees for the Rising Star
award also compete for the Most Disruptive Innovator
award. This award recognises companies that have
developed a product or service which makes very
high-end technology accessible for wide application and
use.
It is often based on a revolutionary concept of
technology, and disposing of a lot of potential for the
future.
Managing Director of The Insiders (The Grapevine),
Bjorn Cassier: “This is the recognition of the work
of a passionate and talented team establishing real
innovation in a very traditional media market. We are
very proud of our many beautiful projects and clients.
Thanks to their positive response and results, more is yet
to come. This award gives us the opportunity, and of
course an extra boost to, along with our active Insiders,
increase the visibility of even more interesting products!”

Known as post-incubators,
Rising Stars have the potential
to develop into successful
companies that stand out from
their competitors. “We live in a
difficult era, but also an era of
change. More than ever, there
are opportunities to be grasped.
Setting up a company today is
much easier than 20 years ago.”
Duco Sickinghe, CEO Fortino.

Duco Sickinghe
Fast 50 Stories Empowering fast-growing technology companies
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Smappee

Disruptive innovator
empowering home
energy users
Having set up a world leading business in energy management
solutions for corporates, Smappee founder Stefan Grosjean wanted
to offer the same service to consumers. Founded in 2012, his
company is already selling its innovative solution worldwide, and his
ambitions don’t stop there. We spoke to Stefan and Smappee COO,
Hans Delabie.

What is Smappee?
Stefan: Smappee the company develops innovative
solutions for sustainable energy consumption. Smappee
the product is a sensor, an app and a cloud-based
platform that lets people monitor and control electricity
consumption in their own home.
Hans: We will also have Smappee Pro, a multi-site solution
for businesses, and we’re adding monitoring of gas and
water consumption.
Why do you think Smappee was unanimously
voted Rising Star 2014 by our jury of independent
professionals?
Hans: Everyone is thinking about energy efficiency
right now, but until Smappee, the needs of the regular
consumer were not being addressed. We have a unique
technology that gives people an itemised utility bill, which
was never possible before. On top of that is the value of all
the data that can be collected.
Stefan: Industrial companies have sub-meters to measure
energy use in parts of their business. We use real time
pattern recognition to ‘hear’ different appliances. The
result is a cheap sensor that can be used worldwide and
has enormous potential.
How is consumer behaviour towards energy
efficiency evolving?
Stefan: The sales of Smappee show that people are
very interested—indeed fascinated. Feedback is that the
18

Stefan Grosjean

information we give helps them save between six and
twelve per cent on their energy bills.
What they also discover are the other benefits, such as
peace of mind. The real-time information provided by
Smappee tells customers what’s going on in their home
or alerts them of a potential problem. We’re connecting
people to the internet of things, allowing them to make
sustainable behavioural changes.
How are you staying ahead of your competitors?
Hans: Today we are unique. Competitors will appear
but we have the advantage of 18 months of field
experience, of technical and customer knowledge. We’re
also continuing to innovate, improving usability, adding
benchmarking and gamification and other technical
improvements.
Smappee went global in no time. Did you expect
this growth path?
Stefan: Global was the goal. We chose to sell directly
to the consumer because it avoided working with big
companies, who might buy in volume but are slow to
make decisions. Our main markets right now are Europe
and North America, but ecommerce means people all over
the world can buy our product, and they are.
It takes time to adapt the product to different languages,
electricity systems and cultures. We planned this from the
start, giving us a strategy which we are executing.
Big companies, like retailers, have seen the strong interest
in our products and are now coming to us. They also see
the potential of the data we are collecting, on specific
appliances and customer behaviour.
We want to become the Uber of the utility world,
disruptive, changing the user experience. Today people see
their utility bills in negative terms and we want to change
that, by giving people a better understanding and control
of their energy use. Tomorrow we will all need to use
energy more efficiently, to change the way we consume.
Smappee is a product with a long-term vision.

The Insiders
Bjorn Cassier

Using the oldest
technique in the book
to transform marketing
When Bjorn Cassier, Managing Director of The Insiders, began
researching word-of-mouth marketing, he was surprised to find that
he’d quickly become an expert, with most agencies knowing little
about it. The Insiders was established to capitalise on this untapped
marketing channel. We spoke to Bjorn about growing his idea into a
business covering 25 countries in three continents.

You describe your company as ‘Tupperware 2.0’.
Can you explain that?
It’s like Tupperware without the sales ladies, because
no one sells. We’ve built a network where friends come
together, indoors or outdoors, and share insights on
products.

idea. But they also want concrete results, which is why
it’s important that our platform captures feedback. We
do this through conversational reports, surveys and
partnering with respected research organisations, such as
AC Nielsen, Ipsos & Symphony IRi.

Word-of-mouth marketing in this way is new. It wasn’t
around five years ago, and we’ve established it as a
valid alternative to more traditional methods such as
television and print. The method is underpinned by a
strong platform that gives multiple touch points with our
insiders, enabling communication and feedback.

How are you finding committed ambassadors for
your service?
Unsurprisingly, through word-of-mouth! Typically, during
their first six weeks, our new members talk to around
35 people about The Insiders. This brings people to the
website and many sign up. We now have over 1,500,000
members worldwide.

Your offering is very clear. Have you encountered
much competition?
It is growing, largely through copycat players that
compete on price. Their platforms aren’t as extensive
as ours and the results not as effective. But our biggest
competitors are really the other media channels. We’re
educating the market to understand that word-of-mouth
is a valid alternative to traditional marketing approaches.
Our objective is to grow word-of-mouth into a respected
marketing channel. Some businesses are keen to try it,
while others are more cautious. Today we have 20 of
Belgium’s top 50 FMCG companies as clients.
Our competitive advantage is that we offer something
different. Typically our members have a six to eight
minute conversation about a product, compared to a few
seconds on a television ad or a billboard. It helps people
engage with products they know about but haven’t tried.

Opening up new territories often involves working with
partners. Social media plays a large part in our growth,
both in recruiting members and scaling our team within
the business.
What growth plans do you have for your business?
We have 16 offices in 25 countries, with our HQ in the
Benelux. We recently expanded into Russia, which is
an exciting challenge. We’re in most South American
countries and are now focused on North America, which
has massive potential.
What has been the impact of being a Deloitte Fast
50 winner?
Internally, it is wonderful recognition for our 120 staff.
Externally, being showcased in a highly respected
competition has helped to open doors, particularly in
Belgium, the UK, and perhaps surprisingly, Brazil.

Research shows that word-of-mouth is four times more
effective than traditional marketing and clients like that
Fast 50 Stories Empowering fast-growing technology companies
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TMT
predictions
2015
The future of technology, media and
telecommunications
What are the trends that should inform strategy
thinking for companies in the technology, media and
telecommunications (TMT) sectors? The Deloitte TMT
Predictions Report, researched and prepared annually,
identifies the critical issues and how these could be
manifest over the next 12-18 months, potentially
affecting all industries.
The TMT Predictions Report is based on hundreds
of conversations with industry leaders and tens of
thousands of consumer interviews around the globe.
Technology
Deloitte predicts that one billion wireless Internet of
Things (IoT) devices will ship in 2015. IoT refers to the
interconnection of everyday objects via the internet,
such as household appliances, smart meters and sensors,
leading to smart homes, smart cities and smart highways.
IoT hardware and connectivity revenue is growing at
about 10-20% annually, while the apps, analytics and
services are growing at 40-50%.
As smartphones and other devices become more
powerful, questions are being asked about finding ways
to extend battery life. Unfortunately, Deloitte predicts
that rechargeable, lithium ion (Li-Ion) battery technology
will improve only modestly in 2015.

A trend that is more specific to Europe is the growth in
click and collect locations, where online orders are picked
up from a physical location rather than delivered to the
purchaser’s home. Rising ecommerce leads to a predicted
half a million such locations in 2015, 20% higher than
the previous year.
Media
A notable prediction is that print will survive and account
for 80% of book sales worldwide. Ebook sales are
faltering, even falling—a trend seen only in the last year.
The ability to collect physical books is the predominant
reason for them not being replaced by ebooks.
Telecommunications
A headline forecast in the telecommunications field is the
increased penetration of smartphones into the market.
Deloitte expects a billion smartphones to ship in 2015,
generating over $300 billion in sales.
Massive improvements in smartphone technology will
drive huge volumes of handset upgrades in the years
ahead. The quantity of smartphones purchased will be
greater in units and revenue than the PC, television,
tablet and games console sectors combined, making
them the most successful consumer device in history.

One billion smartphone upgrades

1

BILLION

Deloitte predicts that
smartphones will be purchased as upgrades
for the first time in 2015 generating over

$300B
In 2015, all smartphone sales
(units and revenue) will be greater than

3/4
OF TOTAL
SHIPMENTS
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Jean-Michel Noé

The Belgian start-up
ecosystem is in great shape

Deloitte top 20
fundraising
index
58

BELGIAN COMPANIES IN
TECHNOLOGY, MEDIA &
TELECOM (TMT)
FUNDRAISING IN 2014

CASES OF

VENTURE CAPITAL
FUNDRAISING

For a total of

€ 64 MILLION

Fundraising operations in technology,
media and telecom
Today, raising funds is an almost inevitable ritual
for young companies keen to establish a business
that will withstand the rigors of the market.
That capital is available is clearly shown through
research Deloitte conducted into fundraising
operations of the Belgian TMT (technology, media
and telecommunications) sector in 2014.

7

BELGIAN TMT START-UPS
RAISED MORE THAN

€ 2 MILLION IN 2014

FUNDRAISING OPERATIONS PER SECTOR

The study reveals a healthy start-up ecosystem
with cash available for the right projects.
“Ambitious teams with a well-structured and
inspiring business plan will find money in Belgium
or other countries,” confirms research leader
Jean-Michel Noé, senior manager at the M&A
practice of Deloitte Fiduciaire.
From this data, Deloitte issued its Fundraising
Index 2014, listing funds that start-ups raised
per sector (digital services, telecom, software
and technology) and ranking the top 20 most
successful start-ups, when it comes to finding
capital. “The start-up landscape is in great shape
through easy access to technology. Launching a
start-up no longer requires investment in complex
equipment - all you need is a computer,” said
Jean-Michel.

AVERAGE AMOUNT OF FUNDS RAISED
PER COMPANY AGE (IN K €)

1110

2210

43.2%
36.8%

1950
1320

13.4%
3.0%
TECH

WEB

MEDIA

2.5%
SOFTWARE

DIGITAL
SERVICES

540

1.0%

AVERAGE
amount of
funds raised
STARTUPS
> 10 YEARS

STARTUPS
< 10 YEARS

STARTUPS
< 5 YEARS

STARTUPS
< 3 YEARS

TELECOM

COMPANIES THAT HAVE
RAISED FUNDS
ARE LOCATED IN
2

Access to funds becomes
easier
The research found 58 cases of venture capital
fundraising in 2014 by Belgian technology, media
and telecom companies, totalling €64 million.
Seven Belgian TMT start-ups raised over €2 million
in 2014. Companies that raised funds are based
in Brussels, East Flanders and Brabant Wallon,
regions traditionally strong in IT.

BRUSSELS,
EAST-FLANDERS
& BRABANT WALLON

REGIONS
STRONG IN IT

MOST ACTIVE TMT INVESTORS
(WITH 3 OR 4 INVESTMENTS)

To discover the top 20 fundraising achievements
of Belgian TMT start-ups in 2014, go to

OF DEALS CLOSED (COMPLETELY OR
PARTLY) BY INTERNATIONAL INVESTORS

www.deloitte.com/be/
fundraising-belgian-startups
INTERNET
ATTITUDE

HUMMINGBIRD THÉODORUS
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Deloitte Fast 500
Belgian start-up ecosystem
Local success and global ambition
for Belgium’s entrepreneurs

Recognition and
expansion across
the world
The last three years
have seen a surge
in the growth of
Belgian start-ups.
Young companies,
often bringing
disruptive
innovation to
the scientific or
technology sectors,
know that global
success comes from
swift acquisition
of major market
share. This means
achieving critical
mass as soon as
possible.

NETLOG

SHOWPAD

NEOSCORES

BUBBLE POST

Since 2009 some of the
most successful start-ups
in Belgium have featured
in the Deloitte Fast
50 programme. Social
network Netlog was
the first winner, with
spectacular growth of
11,285% in five years.
By 2014, co-founders
Toon Coppens and Lorenz
Bogaert had merged
Netlog into online dating
site Twoo. With over 100
million users worldwide,
they again succeeded
in launching one of the
fastest growing online
networks.

The Rising Star
competition picks out
companies with the
potential to become
future leaders. Ghent
based IT start-up
Showpad is one of
these, having developed a
sales and marketing app
enabling sales teams to
improve their productivity.
The company quickly
grew to 65 employees
and after expanding from
Ghent to San Francisco,
CEO Pieterjan Bouten
announced the opening
of a London office. In
late 2014, the latest
investment round for
Showpad collected $8.5
million.

The Rising Stars
highlighted by Fast
50 often achieve
recognition through other
programmes. Perhaps the
most striking example
of this is neoScores,
chosen as the second
most promising start-up in
the world at the Startup
Nations Summit in Seoul,
South Korea, in 2014. The
web-based tool allows
musicians to manage and
share digital scores.

Another Rising Star
candidate, Benjamin
Rieder of Bubble Post,
won the 2015 JCI
Award for East Flemish
Young Entrepreneur.
His ecological transport
company has grown,
almost overnight, to
employ 35 people in five
Flemish cities. Bubble Post
has raised €950K and by
2016 wants to be active
in 15 cities in Belgium and
the Netherlands.

The Deloitte Fast 50 isn’t just about encouraging and nurturing entrepreneurship — it’s also helping
participants to get noticed, both locally and globally. The wealth of ideas and innovation in Belgium right
now is exciting and we’re looking forward both to watching this year’s winners grow, and seeing what
exciting talent comes forward for next year’s programme. 					
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Save the date
Deloitte's 2015
Technology Fast 50
award ceremony
18 november 2015
Brussels, ING Headquarters

Are you one of Belgium's 50
fastest growing technology companies?
Register now to find out!
Registration period closes on 15 September 2015.
More info on www.fast50.be
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